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The thermal areas of the park
have hot springs, mud pots and fumaroles
that are interesting geologic features.

Coming into contact
with anyone of these thermal wonders
would cause serious physical harm.

Observe safety signs
and keep on marked trails
when visiting thermal areas.'

When camping in the backcountry:Cllmpln, Make your camp at least 100 feet
from your water source.

Never swim alone.
Do not dive into unknown waters.

Boil all water used for
cooking and drinking.

Build fires in existing fire circles.
Do not let children play near campfires. BE SAFETY CONSCIOUS

Hike only on marked trails.
Do not let children wander from

campsites, picnic area or parked car.

Ask a Park Ranger
for any Information
you may need
to use the park safely.
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IInimtil. tire wild
The animals in the park
are not tame.
They are wild creatures
that are best observed
from a safe distance.

If you attempt to feed them
which is illegal
they may act
in an unpredictable way
that could make your visit
a painful one.

Lassen Volcanic National Park road
is a mountainous one
with steep grades and sharp curves
in places.

Slow down
and you will see and remember more
along the road.

If you wish to stop
please use only
turnouts and parking areas.
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Remember
The Chaos Crags is
a geologically young
and unstable area.

Because of relatively recent
volcanic activity and avalanches,
the areas to the North and East
of Chaos Crags
are considered as hazard zones.
This zone includes
the Manzanita Lake area.

About 300 years ago
a series of avalanches
scattered the debris
known as the Chaos Jumbles.

It is unlikely that you
will be involved
in such an event
but a healthy respect
of this possibility
is simply being safety conscious.


